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S~I ABS]RACT -

TIhlb report describes the stavuw of a program to modify the M530Al L•

Fuze for use with SMAWr warheads. Principal modifications consist of
(1) providing a second environmental sensoi to satisfy requirements of
MIL-STD-1316A, and (2) providing crush switch initiation (rather than
piezoelee.tric initiation) to improve ruliabL.ity on impact with non-
conventional armor. This work has been extremely successful; thirty-
five modified M530AI fuzes have been tested for arming and for impact
function in Lhe MICOM rocket delivery system, with all units functioning
properly.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In February ot 1972, IIUL was -quested by Ileadquatteru, Army

Mateiiel. Conmmand, to petrorm a fuzing study for the Short--Range Mail-
Portable Antitank Weapons Technology (SMAWT) program. Thle pu~tpete 0i
this study was to determine whether any existing standard fuze for

HEAT ammunition waq suitable for, or could readily be modified for
use with the two proposed SMAWT delivery systems, or whether a com-
pletely new developmernt program was required.

The principal problem was to satisfy the dua- environmental safety

requirement of MIL-STD-131bA. Another important consideration was the
ove-rconmifln of the deth irieny of couventional Vllt) fuzing against non-
cotventional armor.

In May of 1972, all informal IDIL report was bubmJ.ttud to AMC.

This report concluded that an existing stanidard fuze, the MS30AI,
could be modilied with moderate development etort to meet the addi-
tional safety and performance requirements, and would perform

satisfactorily with either delivery system.

Dual environmental saiety car bu achieved by incorporating a drag
sensor ill the fuze design. This, together with the. existing setback

sensor, will provide the two arming signatures required by MIL-SID-
1316A.

The deficiency on nonconventional armor can be overcome by using
a 1 4 ..... .. • ... ... , S.,,2 c a", a!t ./, c .. i d rt r ,_,ni,•h frnni At . owt o -,r• 1

power source), with fuze function on target impact initiated by a crush
switch encompassing the full ogive ot the projectile.

DurinLg thi past few months TIDL has been engaged in a test pro-

gram to demonstrate the feasibility of the recomencnded fuze concept.
The test program was very successtul; thirty-five modified dual safe
h530A1 fuzes were tested in the MICOM rocket system and all units func-

tioned properly. Dual bafe modified M530A1 fuzes were prepared for

test in the recoilless system lLio.

2. GENERAL DESCRiPTION

The fuze proposed by ItDL for use with either the rocket or recoil-

less rifle delivery systems is a modified M530AI. This fuzc was de-
veloped by HDL for us;e in M371 90 mm recoi~less rifle ammunition, and

has been produced in volume for that application. Production cost was

in the $4.00-5.00 ronge, at a production rate of about 500,000 per year.
Although the 90 mm recoilless has a peak tiring acceleration of only

about 5000 6, it was demonstrated during development that the M530Al

is capable of withstanding very high firing accelerations, on the order
of 40,000 g. Vhe fuze therefore has adequate ruggedness for either of

the proposed SiN1AWT delivery systems.

Preceding page blank



The M530A! is a convenrJlonla electc rmcchani cal ba!t. ult mtcflt. of tl,'
type that hjabj been stauidard In U.S. IILAl ammunitton fo1 about 20 yveir.
It is the must recenit in a veries o'f 3 plezoelectilc initiated Iuzts
(M509, M530, M53UAI) dcvelopcd by IIDL for V113' (point Imit;itsd-btse
detonating) HEAT applica tion. tihe piezoelectric lciirnict. !.s .nountcd in
the projectile nose, and it; connected t9 the fuzt, by a wie (tI6. 1).

Thu M530AI fuze consists essuntlally ol t0ý jullowin,; comllorl'nIt8s:
(bee fig. 2).

1. A spr Ing-driven ritor that carties ni n clectic detotniatur, i run;
tire Sait (out- f1-iine) to the arnnd (in-line) posit.i..

2. A sequential leat acclelvation Iutgrator that restrains the
rotor in Ole sate pcoition uutil the round is fired.

3. An expiosive lead atd bto0;ter with which the electric deLoniatur
is aligned in tIe a-rned position.

4. A runaway .scapcmvnt tl-dt delays detouator alignrpunt for ap-
ilroximatel) 50 ms after launch.

5. An electric ;witch thit connects the (lcct,:ic detonator to the
fititig energv source (the plCzolc~tric crystal in the ahell
nobe upon rotor arming.

1. An i.rtic,.-sLab giazt sensitive element that detonates the
fuze in the event that electrical initiation does not occur.

The i530AI fuze is approximately 1.2. In. in diameter Lnd 2.0 in.
lung. Its weight is approximately 0.25 lb.

nrily moderate design modific3tlon of the M530AI is required to
make it suitable for use with either SMAWT delivery systew. The rcquired
modifications are as follows:

1. A second environmecntal sensor is added, in addition to the
setback integrator, In accordance with the requirements of MIL-STP-1316A.
This is a drag sensor that responds to a drag deceleration oi 4 g in the
rocket application. For the recoilless applicition, a higher drag de-
celeration, up to about 8 g, Is acceptable. The device must Eense this
drag during the period of rotor arming, in order for arming to be com-
pleted. It the drag signature is not present, safety of the system is
maintained, with tile retor Jaoked in a fail-safe position. Operation
of the drag sensor is shown It, figures 3-6. The drag sensor Is assembled
to the fuze in the space fo-merly ,ccupled by the inertial grate element,
and is very similar in dealgr to that element. It operatea in the fol-
lowing manner.

10
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a. Upon projectile launch, firing acceleration operates the set-
back integrator, releasing the ;pring-driven rotor. When the firing
acceleration falls to about 50 g, the spring begins to turn the rotor
toward the armed position.

b. The rotor is damped by a runaway escapement, and requires (for
the SMAWT application) at least 30 ms to turn from the safe to the armed
position. As the rotor starts to turn, following aormal firing, pro-
Jectile accelaratJon drops to zero at. or near the launcher exit, and
theni becumes negativc under influence of aerodynamic drag forces. Whlen
thi.; occurs, the drag sensor moves forward against its restraining spring,
as showi in figure 4. In order for arming to be completed, the dr-ig
sensor must move forward about 0.1 inch before the rotor completes ap-
proximately 205 deg of its total motion. If this forward motion of the
drag sensor occurs, the rotor will continue in its travel for the full
270 deg and reach the fully arumed (detonator in line) position shown in
figure 5. However, if the drag signature is not present after release
of the rotor by the setback sensor, the drag sensor will be held in a
rearward position by its spring as the rotor turns toward the armed
position. In this condition, the fail-safe latch on the rotor engages
a pin protruding from the drag sensor3 and the rotor becomes permanently
locked in a position 45 deg from the armed position (fig. 6).

c. At this point., the explosive train is still not aligned, and
the fuze becomes a dud. For fuze arming to occur, drag (negative ac-
celeration) must be present in a critical time. relationship to rotor
transit. A net driving acceleration of the drag sensor of approximately
2 g mtgt Pxtnr in th, por'ind immediately qfrei Imbinch qnd be Pu.stAtned
for about 15 Ms. If this signature is not present, the tuze will not
arm. The drag sensor can provide substantial protection against the
possibility of early arming caused by failure of the delayed arming
mechanism. If failure of the escapement should occur, the time requited
for the rotor to turn 205 degrees would fall to about 10 nis, probabl,."
insufficient time for the required motion of the drag sensor, and the
fail-safe condition should result.

2. The piezoelectric power source of the M530AL is replaced by
a firing capacitor charged at launch from an external power supply on
the launcher. Fuze function is initiated by closure of a crush switch
in the projectile nose, which connects the capacitor to the electric
detonator (figs. 7 and 8).

3. The inertial-stab graze element is eliminated and this func-
tion is performed by an inertial switch that connects the firing
capacitor to the electric detonator on grazing impact (assuming that
the crush switch does not operate). The inertial switch is a previously
developed production fuze component (fig. 9).

14
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Figur- 9. Inertial impact switch.

4. The carb n bridge electric detonator normally used in the
M530A1 is replaced by a wire bridge detonator which can be initiated by
a lower firing voltage. (Fuze power is supplied by a therriiaJ batLery

on the launcher, and voltage is limited to about 18 V. This is not
sufficient to initiate a carbon bridge detonator.)

5. To minimize weight, excess metal in the rotor housing is re.-
moved, and the rotor material changed from brass to aluminum.

6. For additional safety, logic circuitry (in integrated circuit

form) will be added to detect a damaged or malassembled fuze and to
preclude the possibility of fuze function on launch or on arming.

Physical dimensions of the final fuze design will be approximately
1.25 in. in diameter and 1.85 in. long. Final weight of the modified

fuze will be about 0.20 lb.

A proposed engineering development (ED) design of the modified
H530AI fuze is shown in figure 10.

16
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Figure 10. Modified M530AI fuze with electronic module and
drgsensor; siuperfluous metal removed and

mechanical graze element deleted.

*3. STATUS

3.1 Diag Sensor Design and Test

The principal emphasis to date during the technology program has
*been placed on demonstrating Lhe feasibility cf the M530A1 fuze modified

to include the second environmental (drag) sensor.

Initial evaluation tests were performed in a laboratory centrifuge
which was used to simulate projectil.2 drag. The design constraints
which were applied were as follows:

1. The drag sensor mu~t prevent arming when the rotcr is released
in any static (1 g) position of the fuze (simulating a spon-
taneous failure of the acceleration sensor during storage).

1*)L



2. The dr-ag sensor must peltml tnc fuzi to arm unde the minimum-

longitudinal drag ccndition anticipated in the SMAW'" rocket,
about 4.5 g.

Tescs in the centrifige showed that these limits could bo readily
mainLained. A tolerance of +0.5 g in operation of the drag sensor is
readily attainable.

In order to fully demonstrate feasibility after preliminary lab
tests, HDL thought it necessary to conduct ballistic firing tests with
fuzes modified to include the drag sensor, and preferably in the SMAWT
delivery systems. We considered modifying 81 mm mortar projectiles to
provide drag characteristics similar to those experienced by the SMAVT
rocket system (simulation of the higher drag signature experienced by
the recoillcss system is not feasible in mortar ammunition). However,
work on modifying the mortar projectile was abandoned when HDL was
advised by MICOM that ballistic testing of the modified fuze could be
conducted in conjuILLtion with MICOM's development testing of their
delivery system. Test of the dra6 scnsor in the rocket system was
particularly desirable because this round experieiccs a much lower drag
than a recoiltios :;ysttenm. The rocket theret ore rep res en led a "worbtL ca.•t'
arlming envi ron, entl , and de•o:tn,'strati on of fk.asib iliity ii ltis CliS roxlrl;l
would preclude nleceessity for i imilar t e. t ing in the 1eo ill -s; weapon, whire ,t
cont itiolts .ipe.1red more favoiable for proper operation of the ilt'In; ."y t e-

(Althougli the rccotlOess sy.StCM has a higher ;WiniureIC ltion, tile M530A] a
was designed tQ withstand such ;ICCeltra teios, as n1oted earlier in Lthis report.)

3.1.1 Inert Fuze Tests in Rocket Anmunoition

A series of 20 recovery firing tests of the modified M530Al fuze
was performed In the SMAWT rocket at Redstone Arsenal between September
and November 1972. The rounds were fired in downrange accuracy tests

through soft targets, and recovered after graze angle earth impact.
The fuzes were then removed and inspected. In each case, the fuze had
armed properly, and was undamaged and operable.

Fuze arming could not have occurred as a result of impact with
the target or the earth, sInce arming occurs within about the first
50 ft of air travel. If the drag sensor does not operate properly
during that interval, the fuze becomes locked in the fail-safe condition
shown in figure 6, and can then become armed only by subsequent
mechanical failure of somie part of the fail-safe interlock. Careful
examination of the recovered fuze hardware showed that no mechanical
failure had occurred in any of the test fuzes.

181



3.1.2 Fue.cs iot Recoilluss Anuiuuttionu

A group ol 10 inert dual signature fuzes was prepared for tecovety
testing In tic recoi ess ;mmu i it ion be i ng deve loped by P cat i rv Ar 2!LetiI

Thcsc modilted fuzes wer' essentlially identical to the inert fuzes tested
in the MICUM rocket, witu the exct'l,tiou that the brass rotor used in the
M53CA1 tuze was replaced with at, aluminum rotor in the fuzes for the
recollle-ss system. (Io an ED fuze design, the aluminum lotor would be

used with either delivery system, in the intere:,t of minimizing weight.
However, frou- a standpoint of fuze arripng performance, its use is not
essential in the rocke'. because of the relatively lcw drag characteristics
Of that round. In the recoill.e;s system, rotor friction caused by the
high drag can degrade arming reliabi] ity it a brass rotor is used, and
the lighter aluminum roto3r was therefore added to the fuzes to enhai.ce
arming reliability.)

After fabrication of these fuzus, HDL was advised by licatinny

Arsenal that limitation on availability of ammunition did to permit the
testing of more than 5 of the fuzes, whirir were then furnished to
Picatinny. These fuzes had not been ce'2ted at the Lime this report was
prepared.

3.2 Complete Fuze Tests

Following successful recovery' firing of inert dual-signature fuzes
In the rocket system, HDL agreed w!.th MICOM to conduct it seriesi of firing
tests of the dual-signature fuze in high explosive rocket aoununition.
In these tests, it was decided to use the method of fuze initiation pro-

" .for use in the ED ucapo-, dczign" crush switch initiation, of a fuze

with on-board power (figs. 2 and 3, except that the inertial switch shown
in fig. 3 was lot. included in these fuzes).

3.2.1 Fuze Design

For the fuze, this test required, in addition to the drag sensor:

1 Addition of a firing capacitor (and a protective diodu) which

, could be charged from an. external power supply on the lainchier.

2. Provision for making electtical connection fron the launcher
power supply to the tuze, by means of 2 wires passing through
the wall of the fuze cavity.

3. Provision for connecting two lead wires frori the crush switch
•: to the fuze.

A small circuit board with the foregoing features was designed for

assembly to the base of the fuze. Space for the circuit board was pro-
vided by removal of excess material at the base of the rotor housing. "

19



Three sample circuit býoatds were assembled to the moditled rotor housings
and potted to withstand high firing acceleration. The 3 units were then -

air-gun tLsted at 20,000 g, a&. were undamaged and operable after this
tt.est

3.2.2 Crush SwiLch

The crush switch to be used in the HIE tests was debigned by MILOM
with technical support by HDL. MICOM periormed all stress analysis, and

fabricated L11 test har:dware. t!DL reviewed the design for structuril
integrity, ainticipated response characteristics, electrical :onductivity,
suitability of electrical connections, etc. Two prototype rush-switch
assemblies weie then fabricated for asi-gun tests at 11DL. The units weic

tested at 12,000 g, without damage. One unit was then tested In the air
gun for functional rtsponse characteristics. In this test, the crush

switch was placed in a stationary mounc, and impacted wit'h a metal target

projectile at a velocity of about 500 fps. Closure of the crush switch

wao used to iniLiate an M84 detonator, using as the power supply a

capacitor with the same firing voltage and energy as that in the actual
fuze. High speed photographs showed that the detonator wah initiated

with miaimal delay att.r the switch had crushed to the point of closure.

3.2.3 Fuze Fabrication

Following the successful air-gun tests, a group of 15 fuzes was

fabricated and delivered to MICOM for HE rocket tests. Since these

fuzes were intended for use in connection with the system demonstration

program, fabrication of this fuze hardware was separately funded by
MI i:flI, HL also descigned, fabricaLu., i., d futniUL d 1 o hL: j ti5Lny

Arsenal warhead design group, high strength lead wire assemblies which

were used to connect the fuzes to the crush switch comprising the nose

of the projectile. The warhead design of the projectile is such that
it is necessary to assemble the lead wires to the warhead before the

projectile is filled with high explosive. Agreement was reached with

MICOM and the Picatinny Arsenal warhead designers regarding optimum

methods of assembling the fuze and wire connection described above.

3.2.4 Test of Fuzes in HE Ammunition

The 15 live fuzes were assembled to HE* loa'ed rocket anmmunition

and fired against armor plate targets at ranges uf 250 meters and 500

meters from the launcher. These tests were conducted at Redstone

Arsenal and Aberdeen Proving Ground. All 15 fuzes functioned properly
on impact with the target.

3.3 Mathematical Mooel

A mathematical model of the dual-signature arming system is being

prepared. 1his model considers the effects of the various ballistic

environments on fuze arming charact-eristics. It is intended to de-

termine, for each delivery sysitem, such factors as:

20



1i1. Thi nlmin ariing delay which is cu-jpatiblL with tht: drag
sensor concept nuw employed.

2. Tit nominal sensitivity and functional tolcrance required for
the drag sensio.,

3. The eifect oil arming6of enlvlb.cnment, such us spin, yaw, pitch,

This mode!l is well advaniced. Tht: prelimiliary data (substantiated

by field tests described earliii) indicate ,tlht the proposed arming
syntncm "s compatiblv with the anticipated arming delay requircemnts fok
the weapons systems, and system tolerances required to assure proper
peiormance Lre well within the manufacturing btate-of-the-art.

3.4 Logic Circuit

The fuze control logic circuit has been breadboarded, This cont'r-l
ciircuit is d-signed to peLtorm the following tunctiop's:

1. If eithLr the crush switch or inertial impact switch is short-
circuited At the instant of launch, the logic circuit prevents .
the fuze from functioning on arming because of the defective
switch. Proper fuze functioning will be _niLlated on ImpactI by the remaining switch.

2. If both of the switches are short circuited, the logic circuit
ahorts the launch by ...uhibii.g ii..iatic., of th. .. rCPC. . ..t

igniter.

3. If the fuze bhould become armed because of some unforeseeable
mishap, the logic circuit preciudes possi.bility of a function
on launch by limiting current in the firing circuit. Also,
launch of the projectile is aborted.

Testing of the breadboard is scheduled to be completed by 30 June
1973, at which ttme the circuit will be ready for miniaturization re-
quired for use in fuze firing tests. The excellent safety record of
the M530AI fuze, even without the extra safety afforded by the dual
environmental sensor, suggests that the probability of a prearmed fuze
is extremely remote. Furthermore, since the piojectLile will be pre--
abmbled to the launcher, it is highly unlikely that the fuze might
sustain damage which would cause a short-circuited impact switch, with-
out at the same time damaging the launcher to the poinL that ube of the

ammunition is precluded. It is therefore considered questionable
lwhether the additional fute cos and complexity associated with the
logic circuit can be justified.
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3.5 Saiel.3 kequirtcuents (MIL-STD-1316A)

The IIDL Safety and Arming Certification Boatd met oil 2 March ]973
to consider safety of tile modified MS30AI fuze concept, paiticularly
with respect to MIL-STD-131A. It was tile Board's opinion that thie
concept of the modified M530A1 weets or exceeds the requirementu of
MIL-STD-1316A.

The Ptcatinny Arsenal Safety Committec mnt to consider this fuze
concept on 9 Match 1973. The comniittee concluded that "tile design
concept complies with the requirements of MICOM Regulation 705-11, and
meets the intent of MIL-S':D-1316A provided a caging device is included
in the design to restrain the drag sensor in its original position until
after the rotor has begun to turn as part of the arming sequence."
(Note: A caging device it; included in the design, and has been used in
all lab and field tests of the fuze.)

4. FUTURE PLANS

1. HDL will continue to test and evaluate the modified M530AI fuze
in the laboratory to advance the concept toward an ED type pro-
totype.

2. Additional firing tests will be performed, depending on avail-
ability of ammunition. Fuzes identical to those described in
paragraph 3.2 have been prepared for firing in the MICOMi
Srock _: Th p s ., w. 111 hp in -in p ,I ,iii ..d Ido ',-, t r~ o,i nf

Aberdeen Proving Ground.

3. The mathematical model of the fuze will be completed.

4. Testing of the logic circuit breadboard will be completed.
Other, less complex and costly methods of detecting a damaged
or defective fuze also will be explored.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been reached:

i. Feasibility of the dual signature (setback and drag) arming
concept has been demonstý7ated in the MICOM rocket delivery
system.

2. Feasibility cf crush switch initiation of a fuze using a
capacitor power trunply has been demonstrated in the MICOM
rocket.

3. Because the recoilless sytem has a much stronger drag signature
than the rocket, we expect no difficulty in using this armping
signature in the recoillesb system (the M530Al fuze has already
ben shown to be suificiently rugged foa use in tile recoilless
system).
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S4. Feasibility oi the arming oicelpL is supported by results of
the nwthematlcal mod•l. C td -

5. Bascd on the opinions of the HDL S&A Certification Board and
the PicatLnny Arsenal Sa~cty Con. Ittee, the dual-safety .

aignature concept of the M530Al iuxe satisfieu the intent oi

HIL-STU-1316A.

6. RECOMMENDATION

Development of thii fuze should be continued for use in either of

the proposed delivery systems.

L
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